**Kentmaster Rajin 2 Restraining Box.**

**Operations Manual.**

**Safety**

⚠️ Make sure the swing door is secure prior to the animal entering the box.

⚠️ Make sure the head catch is in the open position prior to the animal entering the box.

⚠️ Make sure the rear slide gate is closed properly after the animal has entered the box.

**Operations**

This box is an all manual operation.

- As the animal enters the box catch the head in the head restraint.

- Shut rear slide gate as soon as possible after entry by the animal.

- Raise the Chin lift and Brisket support.

- Stun / cut the animals throat / stick ASAP

- Once the animal is deemed dead, release the brisket support and the chin lift.

- Release the head restraint

- Open the swing door which will allow the animal to roll out of the box.

- Ensure to close the swing door properly and open the rear slide gate.

**Maintenance**

- Maintenance is minimal and low cost as all the moving parts are manual and only need to be smeared with food grade grease to ensure correct operation and care.

- All moving parts are stainless steel.

- Spare parts if ever required are available.

Note: this box can be used for camels and horses after an interchangeable chin lift and head restraint are fitted.